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" You have shared in the government distribution of
bourgeois property to the people."
When I got back Vanderlip was waiting for me.
« well	? " he asked.
I unwrapped my newspaper bundle and the sables rolled
out on to the floor. He exclaimed it was beyond any of his
expectations and began to calculate what each was worth
in dollars.
When I showed them to Litvinoff he remarked:
" I shall have them taken from you at the frontier! "
XV
Trotzki had said that I must do a bust of Chicherin, and
that it was a diplomatic obligation on his part to be done.
I did not relish the idea of working at the Commissariat of
Foreign Affairs (the Hotel Metropole) where the drain smells
were such that I climbed the stairs two at a time holding my
breath! However, as everything had been arranged I could
but consent. There seemed to be no immediate prospect of
leaving Moscow, and I had nothing to do,
Litvinofl with a car came and helped me to remove my stand
and clay from the Kremlin. We must have made a funny
procession. The plaster moulder carried the clay block,
Litvinofi in an elegant sealskin-collared coat and cap carried
the stand, and I following with the bucket.
On arrival at the Foreign Office we ran into a Chinese general
in full uniform with all his staff ! Litvinoff, who was talked of
as likely to be the first Soviet representative in China, was
embarrassed at being surprised in the role of sculptor's assistant,
but the Chinese were enormously amused and laughed. Lit-
vinofi then announced my arrival to Chicherin, and I waited
in the secretary's room.
While I was waiting a little man in a brown coat and trousers
that did not match, shuffled across the office and back again,
bent and agitated. Then Litvinofi called me, but the little
man in brown confronted me in the doorway. It was Chicherin 1
He said:

